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The objectives
of the Erasmus+

project
  "Bridges over opened minds" is a project

that stands for an opening towards

tolerance and the awareness of the

rewarding possibilities that cultural

miscegenation brings in any culture.

 On a large scale, this European

Erasmus+ project undertakes the difficult

work of trying to cope with a large

spectrum of needs of minority students,

foreigner students, immigrant and

disadvantaged students and their

families on one hand and the local

people on the other.    

1. We  aim to facilitate the inclusion of these

different students and their families in the

school life and in the community as well.

2. The main objective is to bring people

together, combine their needs and find

solutions, accept one another and involve all

parts in active participation in the society by

engaging them in collaborative activities. 

3. We strengthen our communities by

promoting full citizenship and participation in

society.

What does Erasmus+ stand for ?

Friendship

Erasmus Friends never apart

Those friendships forged during your

Erasmus journey are more likely to last for a

long time because of their deep and

beautiful impact on your life. You and your

friends will be bound by your common

Erasmus experience forever. 

maybe in distance , but never in heart !

Erasmus+ means Friendship and Tolerance

that defies time and distance



Thank you for this opportunity to

discover new cultures, traditions, to

make new fiends and to learn how

borders do not mean stereotypes but

connections and friendship

impressions 

2018 - 2019   Napoly - Italy 

   

June 2021  Cernik - Croatia

Teachers' Mobility

What To Do

 1st Mobility - Bacau, Romania ,  dec. 2018

 2nd Mobility -Cernik, Croatia may 2019 

 3rd Mobility - Napoly Italy , october 2019

4th Mobility - Fanianowie - Poland ,   mai

2021

Students mobility:

Students'
Testimonies 

"I really liked the History of Migration

workshop because, even if we did not

know our new friends' language,

 we could understand each other without any

problem and, another thing I liked was that we

have done this work together, sharing our ideas

and the outcome was impressive. The story we

drew, was about a man who unfortunately lost

his job and even the house, so he decided to

take a ticket to go to a friend of his in London

and looked for a job there. Things went well and

he slowly managed to re-establish himself

economically. This migration happens today very

often especially among young people who travel

abroad to find a better job.


